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We are the UK’s No.1 specialist in travel to Latin
America and have been creating award-winning
holidays to every corner of the region for over four
decades; we pride ourselves on being the most
knowledgeable people there are when it comes to
travel to Central and South America and
passionate about it too.

A passion for the region runs
through all we do
All our Consultants have lived or
travelled extensively in Latin
America
Up-to-the-minute knowledge
underpinned by 40 years'
experience

As our name suggests, we are single-minded
about Latin America. This is what sets us apart
from other travel companies – and what allows us
to offer you not just a holiday but the opportunity to
experience something extraordinary on inspiring
journeys throughout Mexico, Central and South
America.

Fully bonded and licensed
ATOL-protected
On your side when it matters
Book with confidence, knowing
every penny is secure
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Our insider knowledge helps
you go beyond the guidebooks
We hand-pick hotels with
character and the most
rewarding excursions
Let us show you the Latin
America we know and love
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Discover Peru’s most breathtaking natural scenery and cultural wonders on this covid-conscious Trailblazer
holiday. Travel into the depths of the Amazon rainforest, where you’ll stay in the pristine Tambopata nature
reserve which shelters river otters and colourful birds. Adventures from your rustic jungle lodge abound: you
may choose to hike at dawn to parrot licks, or sail past caiman on ox-bow lakes before unwinding with an
Amazonian massage.
From the heart of the rainforest you’ll travel on to the fertile fields of the Sacred Valley, home to Machu Picchu,
the Lost City of the Incas. Roam around sacred ruined temples, walk Andean trails, witness bustling markets or
simply sit-back with a drink from a local micro-brewery in your first-class countryside hotel, built in the style of a
17th century colonial hacienda.
Staying in fewer locations, yet within striking distance of many of Peru's highlights, this holiday allows you to
soak in your surroundings at leisure and explore Peru’s magnificent landscapes in depth, whilst always staying
within your comfort zone.

Touch down in Lima, Peru’s vibrant capital city. Upon
arrival you’ll be met at the airport by a friendly guide who
will take you to your comfortable, modern airport hotel for
one night. As most flights arrive in the evening, this gives
you time to recover from your journey, before heading to the
Amazon the following morning.

After breakfast at the hotel, return to Lima airport and catch
your flight to Puerto Maldonado. This lively tropical town
lies south of the Amazon river, in the lush Madre de Dios
department. Here the tangled forests and meandering river
channels are characterised by many ox-bow lakes, which
shelter giant otters and caiman.
Transfer to Posada Amazonas on a two-hour boat trip up
the Tambopata River, keeping an eye out for colourful birds
and shy wildlife among the dense forests lining the
riverbank.
You'll spend the next three nights staying at a remote and
comfortable jungle lodge, located within the pristine
Amazon rainforest of the Tambopata Candamo Reserve.
Here a guide will help you choose from a unique set of
activities to create your own personal jungle discovery over
the next few days.
While there's plenty of adventure whilst exploring the
rainforest, there is also much in store for your relaxation
time, whether lounging in a locally-crafted hammock, opting
for an Amazonian massage, or enjoying the delicious
indigenous specialities such as pork chops with cocona fruit
and banana cakes known as tacacho.
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Night walks in the forest, piranha fishing, wildlife spotting
and covid-conscious visits to indigenous villages are just
the beginning at Posada Amazonas, which offers probably
the largest range of excursions found in the Amazon.
Guided by biologists and tourism professionals from nearby
indigenous settlements, each adventure is unique and
innovative.
Head out in search of river otters, build your own raft and
join a canopy tour for a dizzying view over the bird-filled
treetops. Hop aboard a catamaran to glide across the
glassy-calm waters of ox-bow lakes, spotting caiman along
the way, or wake at dawn to visit parrot licks.
Energetic visitors will enjoy longer hikes and mountain bike
trails, while foodies can tour traditional jungle farms where
exotic crops such as copoazu, fish-eye chilis, and cocona
fruit are grown.

Return by canoe to Puerto Maldonado to catch a flight to
Cusco, from where you'll travel through breathtaking rural
Andean landscapes to the Sacred Valley of the Incas. It’s a
little under two hour’s drive along the vast Urubamba river,
which is bordered by broad, fertile fields ripe with fruits and
cereals. During the Incan Empire the Valle Sagrado was
home to tens of thousands of inhabitants, whose
mysterious temples and imposing fortresses are still visible
to this day.
Spend four nights at explora Valle Sagrado, a first-class
hotel built in the style of the airy, spacious Spanish-colonial
haciendas of the 17th century. Here guests are encouraged
to switch off and fully experience the beauty of the
surrounding environment. Unwind completely in the spa,
complete with an outdoor pool, steam rooms and sauna;
enjoy engaging presentations on the history, geography
and wildlife of the region; or join one of the many
excursions available to guests.
The gastronomic experience at explora Valle Sagrado was
designed exclusively by the world-class Peruvian chef
Virgilio Martínez. With all your drinks and meals included,
you’ll savour cuisine inspired by the ingredients and
traditions of the Andes throughout your stay.
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The wide range of activities on offer at explora have been
imaginatively designed so as to avoid the crowds and head
off the beaten track. You’ll discover gorgeous, isolated
locations on alternative routes to the most popular sites,
travelling with a specialist guide to sacred Inca temples and
trading posts, farming villages, indigenous markets and
mountain trails. A trip to the beautiful colonial city of Cusco
is also possible, where you can discover it's remarkable
architecture, cathedral and museums.
One day will be spent visiting Machu Picchu, undoubtedly
one of South America’s most iconic and enigmatic sites.
You’ll board an early morning train from Ollantaytambo to
visit the breathtaking ruins that were discovered by Hiram
Bingham in 1911. The Lost City of the Incas has remained
perfectly preserved since it was abandoned in the early
16th Century - this dramatic citadel is surrounded by
rainforest-clad Andean mountains, and offers staircases,
terraces, temples, palaces, towers, fountains and the
famous sundial to explore.

Transfer to Cusco airport. This scenic journey takes about
1¾ hours. Fly directly to Lima, where you’ll catch your
international flight home.
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Services of our team of
experts in our London office

Sacred Valley: choice of
daily excursions to Inca
ruins, villages and markets

Tips and gratuities

Trekking in the Sacred
Valley of the Incas

Airport taxes, when not
included in the ticket

All land and air transport
within Latin America

Machu Picchu: guided tour

Optional excursions

Accommodation as specified

Puerto Maldonado: choice of
daily excursions in the
Amazon jungle

Services of Journey Latin
America local
representatives and guides

Meals other than specified

Meals as specified
Excursions as specified,
including entrance fees.

3 flights, 2 river canoe journeys, 2 train journeys, 4 road journeys (by shared transfers with small group, option
of private transfers at additional cost - please ask us for details).

The focus of this holiday is remote, comfortable locations that allow you to immerse yourself in the natural
Andean & Amazon environments. We begin with a night in a modern airport hotel that allows us to quickly
continue to reach our comfortable jungle lodge in the Amazon. In the Sacred Valley, stay in a first-class hotel
built in the style of a spacious Spanish-colonial hacienda.

Breakfast daily, full board days 2-9.

We carefully select our local partners, some of whom we have worked with for over 25 years. Their Englishspeaking guides understand the expectations of our clients very well, and are consistently singled out for praise
by the latter on their return.

9 days, 8 nights. Lima 1, Puerto Maldonado 3, Sacred Valley 4.

The unit of currency in Peru is the sol.

It is very difficult to give a guideline for essential expenses but a budget of around US$45 per day should cover
the cost of good quality meals on those days in the holiday itinerary when not on the cruise, drinks and the odd
souvenir. Eat at the very best restaurants and you will pay considerably more.
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Cash machines are available in all major cities and towns, and so taking a debit or credit card with a PIN
number is the most convenient way of withdrawing money while on your trip, and in most shops and restaurants
you can also pay by card. However, since cards can get lost, damaged, withheld or blocked, you should not rely
exclusively on a card to access funds.
We recommend that additionally you take a reasonable quantity of US dollars cash (no more than is covered by
your insurance), which you can exchange into local currency. Dollar bills should be in good condition, soiled or
torn bills may be refused. You can take sterling, but the exchange rate is not always competitive or even
available, restricting the number of places where you can change money.

Tips are expected and local guides often rely on their tip as a significant proportion of their income.

Most service industry workers will expect a tip of some kind and so it is useful to have spare change for hotel
porters, taxi drivers and the like. It is common to leave 10 – 12% in restaurants.

Tipping guidelines can be found in our Briefing Dossier.

Travel insurance is essential. You should ensure you have travel insurance with coverage for all expenses
associated with Covid-19.
Journey Latin America’s recommended insurance company is Campbell Irvine, and their medical and
repatriation cover is handled by International Medical Assistance.
Details of our recommended policy can be found on our Travel Insurance page.

If you have purchased your flights through Journey Latin America, the international departure tax is usually
included in the ticket.

This holiday is suitable for all able, reasonably fit visitors. There are a number of outdoor activities to choose
from at the lodges, advice can be given locally about their suitability for you personally.

The rainy season in the Andes runs between November and March when there are showers most afternoons.

The dry season is in June, July and August when the sun is strong during the day, but at night the temperature
drops dramatically (from freezing point to 10°C). April, May, September and October are less predictable, with
both rainy and sunny spells.

Lima is covered in a dull grey mist for much of the year, although the sun does break through between
November and March. It almost never rains in Lima, and temperatures are moderate.

The Amazon jungle is hot and humid (30°C) all year around, and heavy rain can be expected at any time.
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Your stay in the Sacred Valley is at high altitude. A small minority of visitors may suffer temporarily from altitude
sickness. Symptoms vary; most common are mild headaches, slight nausea and breathlessness. If you don’t
recover in a day or two, speak to our representatives; in very rare instances it is necessary to descend to lower
altitudes. Most people are unaffected and if you drink plenty of water and allow your body to acclimatise (don’t
exert yourself or drink alcohol) in the first couple of days after arrival, you will minimise your chances of
suffering any symptoms.

Please refer to our Briefing Dossier for further information.

For day-to-day wear you should go prepared to encounter all seasons. Both warm clothing and a sun hat are
essential at altitude; a light fleece jacket and a Gore-Tex (or similar) outer shell makes a good combination.
Trousers, skirt or shorts made from light, quick-drying synthetic materials work well. If you plan to eat in smart
restaurants, although clothing is not formal (no need for jacket and tie), something quite smart would be
appropriate. Strong, comfortable footwear is essential and you should bring insect repellent, sun block and sun
glasses. You should take swimwear.
You should travel light and take only the necessary items with you to the Posada Amazonas jungle lodge. You
need to organise your packing in advance and on arrival in Puerto Maldonado leave your large bag in secure
storage organised by the local operator.
Please get in touch with the office before departure if you have any doubts. Good equipment is very important
and hard to come by in South America.

Preventative vaccinations are recommended against the following: typhoid; polio; tetanus; hepatitis A. You
should consult your GP.
You can also find helpful information on the Masta Travel Health website.

Holders of a full British passport do not require a visa, although passports must be valid for at least 6 months
after the trip begins. Anyone with a different nationality should enquire with us or check with the relevant
consulate.

If flying to the US, or via the US you will need to fill in your online ESTA application.
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